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CHE hears concerns

·Millionth fan

BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

Spectator wins lifetime pass
to Racer football games

EDITOI·IN-CHIEf

Strategic planning, accessibility, educational quality,
equal opportunity and funding
were the major concerns voiced
Tuesday at the Council on
Higher Education's second of
10 statewide forums.
The information-gathering
meetings were organized to
help the CHE formulate a
strategic plan for higher education in Kentucky for the years
1996-2000.
Approximately 12 people
addressed the CHE consisting
of director Gary Cox, Shirley
Menendez, Ken Walker and
Mike Gerdone
Council members hope to
receive input on issues pertinent to higher education from
members of the Murray State
campus and area communities.
President Kern Alexander
urged the Council to carefully
consider the future of higher
education when devising the
strategic plan.
He said one of the CHE's
most important roles is how it
controls the state institutions,
and therefore the Council
should consider the responsibility state universities have in
the educational process.
"Murray State is changing
before our eyes without a
strategic plan," he said. "It may
be that we're evolving into 3
time in which higher education
is unplanned.

BY

E.L.

GOLD

MANAGING EotTOI

RObert Utley arrived at the Racer football game Saturday
night just as the opening kick-off was underway. He was just
late enough to become the one-millionth football fan to enter
Roy Stewart Stadium since it opened in 1975.
"I happened to work over and it paid oft',• said Utley, a railroad worker from Greenville. "It's the first time I've ever wqn
anything in my life.•
David Rameyo Murray State Sports Infonnation director,
said Utley and )lis wife, Bobbie, were selected to receive lifetime passes to Racer football games baaed on turnstile count
at Stewart Stadium.
"We did try, as close as we could, to approximate the onemillionth fan," Ramey said. "Obviously, it's not an exact science."
Mike Strickland, Murray State athletic director, said the
Utleys will receive their lifetime passes at a presentation on
campus as soon as it can be arranged.
Jud Cook/Photo editor
Murray State President Kem Alexander addresses the four-person panel Tuesday at the second of
I 0 statewide forums sponsored by the Council on Higher Education.

"We need to know where we
are going."
Comments concerning the
Council's upcoming decision for
a performance-based funding
formula were also introduced
by Alexander and Student
Government President Brian
Van Horn.
State universities •are currently funded on- the basis of
enrollment.
The CHE will soon determine

whether the proposed performance-based funding formula
will replace the existing formula or simply be used in addition
to the enrollment formula.

student enrollment, but said
the performance-based funding
formula should be used in addition.
Board of Regents chairman
Sid
Easley urged the Council to
"The formula should be both
devise
a performance-funding
an estimate of need and a dismodel
that
would be fair to
tribution
mechanism,"
each
state
institution and
Alexander said to group of
brought
up
the problem of
approximately 125 people
establishing
and measurin~if
atrending the forum.
performance stanclarda.
He favors the use of the existing funding fonnula based on
See FORUM/14

Plan's fate unknown,
discussion continues
ing course equivalents, but UK
would have the final say
" At the very worst, at faculty
in whether they could serve as
least we can say we equivalents.
It is still unknown whether
the University of Kentucky will
tried. We've done
Paducah business leaders in
accept
Murray
State
favor
of the PCC location have
everything we can
University's proposal to offer
said the school should be locatdo.
three engineering degrees on
ed in Paducah, which continues
this campus.
to attract industries and shows
President Kern Alexander
promise for future growth.
said neither acceptance rlor
Other area businessmen
James Booth
rejection has been expressed by
have said the CEP would be the
UK
President
Charles
most cost-efficient method.
Wethington concerning the
"We hope UK will go the least
Murray State.
Cooperative Engineering Plan
Wethington, Alexander and expensive route in performing
for Western Kentucky, but pubother university presidents its responsibilities as a public
lic sentiment is that UK will
attended a Council on Higher institution and not selecting to
continue to support Paducah
Education meeting last week- spend more money on less qualCommunity College's bid for a
end, but Alexander said the ity," Alexander said.
four-year engineering school.
He said discussion with UK,
engineering issue was carefully
Wethington last week told avoided.
Paducah business leaders and
The Paducah Sun that UK
Murray State University offi- area taxpayers will continue.
would continue to honor its cials have urged UK to accept Meetings with presidents of
commitment to PCC to provide the proposal because of the Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
engineering education in west- minimal required cost com- Henderson community colleges
ern Kentucky.
pared to the high price tag of are also scheduled.
Alexander and other Murray building a engineering school
James Booth, provost and
s .tate officials traveled the from the ground up, as pro- vice president for academic
region last week outlining the posed at PCC.
affairs, said the plan is eviCEP, a cooperative engineering
Alexander said Murray State dence that Murray State has
effort involving UK, Murray could offer matching courses attempted to work cooperativeState and PCC.
for most of the core require- ly with the other institutions to
The plan hinges on UK, ments in the three degree pro- offer engineering education in
which would serve as the grams, with UK supplying min- this region of the state.
umbrella institution in offering imal resources for those cours"At the very worst, at least
courses in electrical, chemical es not offered here.
we can say we tired," Booth
and mechanical engineering
He said Murray State faculty said. "We've done everything
that are not available at have comprised lists of match- we can do."

"It's a benchmark figure, and we felt we should commemorate it," Strickland said. "We have enlarpd copies of the
passes and some sweatshirts to present to them.•
Utley said he started coming to Racer games when his son
Dennis Wayne Utley, junior from Greenville, beeame an
equipment manager for the team. He said he enjoys coming
to Racer games and plans to continue after his son graduates,
now that he has lifetime passes.
"We know a good seafood restaurant down by Kentucky
Dam, so we'll just come down and make a day of it," he said,
"It'll give us a chance to get out ofthe house."
Utley said he has attended all the Racer home games so far
this season and plans to come to the Homecoming game Oct.
29.
"''f I don't have to work that day, we'll be there,• he said.
"We-.enjoy-watchmg t.U pales, and we e~oy what the team'• '
~this

aea.son.•

Visitation
argument
continues

EN GARDE

BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

EDITOR·IN·CHIEF

BY KELLY I. HICkS
COLLECt Ltff EOJTOI

"

News

E.L. Gold/Staff

Jason Purcell, freshman from Paducah, and Jim Phillips (foreground), senior from Mounds, Ill., practice their fencing skills
outside Carr Health.

Steam line...

Women's defense.•.

Construction work near the Curris
Center will close the
Pedestrian Mall to all
traffic next week.

Demonstration of self-defense
techniques teach
women they do not
have to be a victim.

Men's tennis...
_,.__ The Racer
tennis squad is on a roll

9

after an impressive
showing at the Murray
State Invitational.

See

VISITS/14

Index

Sports

College Life

Many students are concerned
with the amount of freedom
they are allowed on campus,
which has caused a heated
debate regarding residence ,
hall visitation.
"We were told we would have
24-hour visitation in our
rooms, and then it was only
applied to the lobbies," said
Jamie Anton, junior form Fort
Campbell. "I think telling us
that wa~ just a way to keep us
in the dorms."
Residence hall lobbies, computer labs, lounges and common areas have already made
the move to 24-hour availability to allow students to study
together.
White Hall is the only dorm
which has a 24-hour visitation
policy.
"There has been a desire for
extened visitation hours and
the Residence Hall Advisory
Committee came up with recommendations," said Don
Robertson, vice president of
student affairs, "but 24-hour
dorm visitation was never
promised."
Robertson said student safe-

11
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Parade entr.i es sought

Courses added

Entries are being accepted until Oct. 21 for the Murray State
University Homecoming parade.
The parade is scheduled for 9:30 a.m. Oct. 29.
Bands, organizations or bus inesses interested in having an
entry in the parade should call the Student Government
Association at 762-6951.

The Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach
has announced the addition of two non-credit evening courses for
the fall semester.
A Tuesday class on Pagemaker, a desktop publishing software
program, will be held 5 · 8 p.m., Oct. 18 ·Nov. 1. Registration is
$90.
Two WordPerfect 6.0 classes will be taught Mondays Oct. 1031 and Nov. 7 · 28. The courses are geared toward individuals
with little computer experience. Registration is $90.
To register or for additional information, call 762-3662.

Volunteer to make a difference
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, sponsored by the
department of American humanics and the Office of Student
Organizations, is recruiting volunteers for the Family Resource
Center's National Make a Difference Day, Oct. 22.
In concordance with the day, the Family Resource Center will
sponsor a Community Resource Fair from 10 a .m. to 2 p.m. at
East Elementary School. Volunteers are needed from Monday
until Oct. 22 to help in both the setup and running of the fair.
Activities scheduled include clothing distribution for the needy
in the area, informational exhibits and activities, free medical
screenings and health information and special Make a
Difference Day opportunities such as a special clothing drive for
600 Russian orphans, food collection for NeedLine, collecting old
eyeglasses for recycling and an outreach to the elderly in the
community.
For more information, call Mark Cotton at Campus
Connection, 762-3808 or 762-6117, or Donna Herndon at the
Family Resource Center, 753-3879 or 753-3070.

Band competition Saturday
Murray State will host the 17th annual "Festival of
Champions" high school marching band competition at Roy
Stewart Stadium Saturday.
Bands from three states will compete, beginning with t he preliminary competition at 10:15 a.m. for class A bands and ending
at 3:45 p.m. after the class AAAA bands compete.
The best bands in each class and the bands with the next six
highest overall scores will compete in the finals beginning at
6:30 p.m. The Murray State Racer Band will perform an exhibi·
tion at 9 p.m. and the results and crowning of the grand cham pi·
on will follow.
Adult tickets are $4 for the preliminary competition and $4 for
the ftnals, or a combination ticket can be purchased for $6.
Tickets for children under 12 and Murray State students with
ID ·are $2 for each stage of the competition.
For additional information, call 762-6450.

Oktoberfest ist Samstag
The Foreign Languages Club will have its annual Oktoberfest
at 4 p.m. Saturday at 1615 Martin Chapel Rd..
Admission is $3 for Foreign Languages Club, International
Student Organization and English Language Institute members
and $4 for the general public. No foreign language skills are necessary to attend.
Activities include authentic German cuisine, volleyball and a
bonfire.
Rides depart from the circle drive of the Curris Center every
30 minutes from 3:45 to 5:15 p.m.

r-----------------,
REBD[INES
#2 Dixieland Center

Training grant awarded
The department of educational leadership and counseling has
received a $7,000 grant from the State Department of Education
for the principal internship training program.
The grant will be used to train administrators to serve as men·
tor principals and central office personnel to serve in beginning
introductory programs. ·
Under the Kentucky Education Reform Act, a principal must
complete one year under the training program before a continuing certificate will be issued.
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;wEEK IN PREVIEW
Friday, Oct 7
• Cinema International • The Tin Drum, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free.
• Deadline • Homecoming run and intramural cross country,
Campus Recreation Office, Curris Center.
• Car show - New car, truck and van show, 1 p.m., West Kentucky
Expo Center.
• Deadline • Last day to apply for a review of residency classification for fall 1994.
• Theater - All Men are Whores, by David Mamet, 8 p.m., Wilson
Hall, 310-B. Admission $2, free with student ID.

.,

Saturday, Oct. 8
• Theater - All Men are Whores, by David Mamet, 8 p.m., Wilson
Hall, 31 0-B. Admission $2, free with student iD.
• Football · At Austin Peay, 6:30 p.m.
• Car show· New car, truck and van show, 1 p.m., West Kentucky
Expo Center.

Sunday, Oct. 9
• Car show • New car. truck and van show, 1 p.m., West Kentucky
Expo Center.

Monday, Oct. 10

Cadet honored
David Meinshein, a May 1994 graduate from Carrsville, has
been awarded an Army Achievement Medal by Major J ohn
Harbison, chairman of the department of military science.
The medal was awarded in recognition of Meinshein's performance as the Racer Battalion's Gold Bar Recruiter from May to
September 1994.
Meinshein's planning and initiative were credited as key factors in an increase in freshman enrollment in the Racer
Battalion.

Incentive meeting planned
Two meetings will be held at noon and at 6 p.m. Tuesday in
the Mississippi room of the Curris Center for students from the
new incentive grant counties. Students will receive information
about the grants.
The new incentive grant counties are: Clinton, Edwards,
Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Perry, Randolph, St. Clair, Wabash ,
Washington and Wayne Counties in Illinois; Butler, Jefferson,
St. Louis and Ste. Genevieve Counties in Missouri; and
Davidson, Madison, Cheatham, Robertson, Sumner and
Williamson Counties in Tennessee.
To receive an incentive grant, students must be full-time, have
a cumulative grade-point average of 2.3 or better at the end of
the spring 1995 semester, be a resident of an incentive grant
county and reside in the residence halls next year.
Anyone interested but who cannot attend one of the meetings
should call Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and registrar, at 7623380 after Tuesday.

• Pictures· Senior make-up pictures for Shield, 8 a.m.- noon , 1 - 4·
p.m., Curris Center third floor. No appointment needed.
• Interviews • Northwestern Mutual, Evansville, Ind., finance, marketing, economics, accounting, or related majors for selling financial •
services, Career Services Office, Ordway Hall.

Tuesday, Oct. 11
• Mentalist • Craig Karges, 7 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom. Free.
• Lecture · "Who Are We? Self and Identity," Dan McAdams, 7:30
p.m., Curris Center Theater.
• Pictures · Senior make-up pictures for Shield, 8 a.m.· noon, 1 - 4
p.m., Curris C~nter third floor. No appointment needed.

Wednesday, Oct. 12
• Exhibit • Matt Saunders, Master of Art thesis exhibition, Eagle
Gallery. Through Oct. 23.
• Ask-a-nurse - Sponsored by Murray State Health Services,11
a.m. • 1 p.m., rocking chair lounge, Curris Center.
• Interviews • Tennessee Department of Audit, accounting majors
for legislative auditor positions, Career Services Office, Ordway
Hall.
• Meeting· College Republicans, 4 p.m., Mississippi room, Curris
Center.

Thursday, Oct. 13
• Meeting - AA/NA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Cumberland Room.
• Classes end • First half-semester courses end.
• Pictures • Senior make-up pictures for Shield, 8 a.m. - nbon, 1 - 4
p.m., Curris Center third floor. No appointment needed.

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

Health Line
762•3809
Only good with
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
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The Cheri
Theaters
offers

MSU Students, Faculty
& Staff
Bargain Nights
Every Tuesday &
Wednesday

$2.50 with

valid
MSUID

Neil Simon
You won tt want to miss this hilarious comedy
by one of America's funniest playwrights.
Directed by Skip Hamra

Oct 14 - 16 & 21 - 23
Friday and Saturday at 8 p .m.
Sunday at 2 p .m.
Adults $6 Seniors $5 Students $4
Group Rates Avc;z.Uable
Call f or Reservations
759-1752

"'

You can still get low season pass rates for the last
four shows of the season

Barefoot in the Park
!I «lJUbrtn' i WJriitmae <faro(

To Kill a Mockingbird
<Wut !J(uzlucky f:Pfaycv-r.i:/ztj 'Jc.1livaf

~

Adults $1 8 Seniors $15 Students $12
Call today to order your
Playhouse in the Park Season Pass!
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Russian ~
BY)ANICE M.

Ukrainian break stereotypes
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HARD DIGGING

in. Otherwise, Kart said she
has noticed American students
like to be independent, have a
variety of choices in their
schedules and tend to educate
themselves.

fULPS

SENtOl STAFF W ama

When the winds of change
whipped through Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet
Union in the early 1990s, more
than social infrastructures
were uprooted. Ideas and perceptions Americans had held
about Soviets, and vice versa,
were capsized.
No longer were images of
gray-clad, grouchy, husky
women in long lines outside on
cold days valid perceptions especially in a shrinking global
society.
From the newly independent
states, Sergei Doob and Lilya
Kart are the fresh faces of the
former Soviet Union.
Doob, a Ukrainian, and Kart,
a Russian, are two of 27 students from the former Soviet
Union to begin studying at
Murray State University in the
past two years.
Through an exchange program, university students
throughout the newly independent states are given an opportunity to compete for funds and
scholarships which enable
them to study in the United
States.
The students are evaluated
by application, interview and
screening, as well as by participating in extracurricular activities. Those selected are
assigned a school to attend in
the United States.
For Doob, Kart and several
others, this experience has
been their first time to travel
outside Europe.

..

Stereotypes about
Russians
"They think we only drink
lots of vodka. It is cold. People
grumble and never smile.
There are bears on the streets,"
Doob
said
about
how
Americans perceive Soviets.
"We're (Ukrainians) not so
dark," Doob said. -we are progressive. The young people lisBeverly Cook/Staff
Sergei Doob and Lilya Kart hit the books In the Lowry Center. ten to the same music as
Doob, Kart and 25 other Hurray students do not fit the image Americans. They are fashionable."
many Americans have of residents of the former Soviet Union.
Kart said she would also like
"I suppose Murray is 'real' Americans to realize that her
America," he said. "I read in the country, Russia, is modem and
Expectations
Although Doob had never left newspaper that someone had contemporary.
"Russia is not a wild counthe Ukraine before, he said he been bitten by an insect. Is it
true
there
is
nothing
else
hapshe.said.
try,"
thought he had a good idea of
pening
that
this
must
be
in
the
There
still is not, however,
what Americans would be like
newspaper?"
political
stability in her counbecause he had studied
try,
she
said.
American culture and watched
Observations
Kart said she appreciates livmuch American television.
Culture
shock
has
not
been
a
ing
in Russia under the current
Kart said she felt she would
leader
of the Commonwealth of
hindrance
to
Doob,
but
he
said
adapt well to the United States
because she and other young he has been surprised by some Independent States, Boris
Yeltsin. She realizes she is
people in Russia have a gen- American habits.
Doob said he is shocked at lucky she does not have to
uine interest in Americans. She
bad also seen many American how Americans are so worried stand in the lines of her counfilms and television shows, about their health and try's past.
She said the time of transistudied the English language, obsessed with fat-free food
tion has been the most difficult
and had an American teacher labels.
"At night, half the population for the older people of her counin Russia.
Doob said he imagined the is out walking around the try who have been accustomed
to being catered to by their preUnited Sta~s with many busy, town," he said.
Kart said she is amazed by vious government.
big cities and skyscrapers. In
Murray, he has found his the silly television shows
"Now, they have to take care
Americans become wrapped up of themselves," she said.
expectations were wrong.

E.L. Gold/Staff

Junior Cox, a backhoe operator for Horsey Construction,
breaks through brick on the Pedestrian Hall in preparation
for laying a new steam line. Jim Green, job superintendent for
Horsey, said the H all will be closed to all traffic next week.

Education senator named
STAFF REPORT

Lisa Mantle, senior from
Bardwell,
was
selected
Wednesday to be the SGA sen-

ator from the College of
Education.
Mantle was chosen from four
applicants to fill a seat left
vacant in elections last spring. .•
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VIEWPOINT
W

Performance funding
and open access top
concerns for CHE

Open visitation: little
more than a pipe dream?
The issue of 24-hour visitation is at the forefro;nt
of many students' thoughts concerning campus
living, but it is apparently not much of a concern
to those who make policy.
Although the visitation question is fresh in the
minds of students, it seems as if the Housing
Office has no clear plan or direction concerning
the issue.
As reluctant as Housing may be to initiate
change, students deserve to have a clear response
from the University on whether open visitation is
a goal to be achieved or a nuisance to be
squelched.
If for no other reason than to stifle rumors, the
position of the Housing Office and the University
administration needs to be made clear.
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IN OUR OPINION

Murray State University was well represented
by administrators and faculty at Tuesday's
Council on Higher Education forum.
The CHE held a hearing on the future of the
state's funding formula for colleges and universities. The executive director, one board member
and two staff members of the CHE fielded questions pertaining to how universities should be
funded in Kentucky.
Issues involving the roles of planning, access,
educational quality and equal opportunity were
raised. The possibility of performance-based funding h as also raised concerns within the University
community.
We feel that President Kern Alexander took a
proactive stance in addressing the needs of students. One of Alexander's key points was open
access to the University for as many students as it
can serve.
As a public university, Murray State has an
obligation to provide an education for anyone who
seeks it. Students also deserve an education that
is th orough, affordable, convenient and of high
academic quality.
In keeping with needs of students, Alexander
and other representatives of the University asked
the CHE to proceed with caution in developing a
performance-based equation in the final funding
formula.
Members of the University community should
take heed of these events, as they promise to affect
how the University will evolve into the next century.
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Sparks food servic e
carted off to Winslow
To the Editor:
I want to apologize to all our important and
valued customers in Sparks Hall and Wells Hall
who have been concerned about the very abrupt
ending of our food cart service. That responsibility is mine. Starting on Monday, September 26,
we made a major menu change at Winslow
Dining Hall. The change has been well received
by students, which has caused us to need additional staff at Winslow to support the increased
student traffic. This additional staff had been
assigned to the food carts.
I don't in any way want to lessen the importance of the food carts and the service they provide to students and non-students alike, but the
larger student need at Winslow must be met
first. We tried to keep some measure of food
carts in the system but at the same time respond
to the need at Winslow based on student demand

that has to haue priority over non-student needs.
My error was in not giving our customers in
Sparks and Wells a few days' notice of this
impending change. For that I am sorry and do
apologize for all the inconvenience this may have
caused.
When Long John Silver's opens (soon) and we
have a better idea of how the new menu concept
is working at Winslow, we can then make a decision about trying to bring back some level of food
cart service. In the meantime, we will continue
the food cart service at the Business Building,
the best we can do for our valued customers that
enjoyed it these last three years.
Your patience and understanding will be
appreciated.
William J. Benriter
Director of Food Services

Murray State dry, please
To the Editor:
at Murray State has heard of similar tales.
Ah, the falJ semester is fmally in full swing Admittedly, some of these accidents do occur
here at Murray State University. How can one here in Calloway County, even though alcohol
tell? Just look around. The number of students sales aren't allowed. One of these accidents last
dropping 8 a.m. classes is increasing, parking December claimed three lives, including the
spaces have become a much sought after item, intoxicated driver who collided with a church
and the Murray State News has published its van that was carrying Christmas toys.
yearly article in which students moan and groan
Also, I wonder how many members of the
about Murray being dry.
University Community know a friend or relative
Although I have no objections to the News pub- who was beaten or killed by someone who had
lishing these student's opinions, I do believe that been drinking. I'm willing to bet that the numboth sides of this issue should've been presented. ber is quite high, yet, surprisingly, many people
Then, I believe your readers would understand who witness this violence continue to believe
the real reasons why so many people in Murray that is an acceptable price to pay for the wonappreciate the many benefits of living in a town derful privilege of buying beer in town. It's
that doesn't have to worry about the problems doubtful that Murray State would be rated
"wet" towns must deal with.
among the safest colleges in the nation if alcohol
One of the students quoted in the article was were sold here.
from Hopkinsville, a town which does allow alcoIf you are thinking that I am some bible-toting
hol sales. I lived near Hopkinsville for 17 years, religious radical who think alcohol drinkers are
and did enjoy the opportunity to go to a local sinners, then you're wrong. Hardl)' a month goes
watering hole after work and slamming down a by when my wife and I don't go to the Big Apple,
couple of brews with my co-workers.
where I enjoy a couple of Bud Drys with a bean
However, I also got tired of hearing about alco- roll (she sticks to Pepsi though).
hol related car wrecks, beatings, and murders
No, I am not opposed to alcohol at all. I simply
which were reported in the local press on a daily don't want alcohol sold here in Calloway County.
basis. For two years I worked at the To some that might seem like a hypocritical
Hopkinsville television station, with much of statement, but I don't care. I like not hearing
that time spent as a news photographer. I can't about innocent people in Murray who are
remember how many times I had to photograph assaulted by drunks (as frequently happened in
a "10-46" (police code for wreck with injuries) my hometown). I appreciate not having to conthat was caused by some drunk who had been stantly worry if some drunk is going to run a
drinking since be or she woke up.
stop sign and hit me or my family. And, I
One of those accidents occurred only 50 feet absolutely love driving down any street in
from the liquor store where the driver had Murray and not seeing a bunch of drunks hangbought his alcohol. After drinking more than his ing around a liquor store. Do "wet" towns offer
fair share, this driver squealed out of the park- these priceless opportunities to feel safe in one's
ing lot in an attempt to look macho, and prompt- hometown? From past experience, I would have
ly plowed his car into the wall of an antique store to say ..no."
across the street.
Cliff Downey
Every student, faculty and staff member here
Resident of Almo

I just wanted to take a
moment to commend the
University Center Board on a
wonderful "drive-in." When I
originally heard that such a
program was being held, I
admit that I was skeptical
about the number of people
who would turn out - primarily because it was on a weekend.
I was more than pleasantly
surprised to see such an overwhelming number of students
attending the event.
I, like most students, ·have '
doubts as to whether or not
Murray State will 'ever shed
the negative stigmatism of
being a "suitcase college." I
don't doubt, however, that programs like the one I attended
Saturday possess the ability to
gradually "turn this campus
around."
If the number of weekend
programs continue to increase,
so too will the number of students who choose to stay on
campus during the weekend.
Once again - good job
University Center Board! I'm
sure those of you who attended
agree with me - "drive-in"
night was a hit. For those of
you who chose not to attend have a blanket ready the next

~::..~.::.·:~:::;:;

Graduate student from

con~-;diMO

students
prior to
changes
To the Editor:
I've allowed the heresey and
controversies over the choice of
our new president. Granted I
believe everyone deserves a
chance, but I'm about to choke
on all of these ridiculous
changes.
Being a student from
Louisville, I have dealt with
moving to a town smaller. than
my neighborhood. I'm going to
run back home or to any city
within a four mile radius that
doesn't resemble "Mayberry."
So as much as I enjoy intramural sports, a one hour game
is not going to keep me from a
weekend's worth of excitement.
Speaking of excitement, I am
simply overwhelmed by the
extended hours of Carr Health.
I don't know how many times
I've wanted to walk over to the
gym at 12:30 a.m. to play a little racquet ball.
Being
employed by the University, I
sympathize with the custodial
engineers whose job of cleaning
the gym will double in difficulty. Members of Racer Patrol
and equipment room managers
will be forced to baby-sit these
late night athletes. It seems to
me that education, rather than
recreation. should be pushed at
a university. Why not make it
possible to check out a book at
midnight rather than a basketball. Or don't force the meal
plan users to eat before 6:30
p.m.
So whomever is in charge of
these creative changes, take
my advice, or better yet, take
the advice of the entire student
body - ask us. Hold assemblies
or pass out surveys. Let us be a
part of these decisions. But to
the few that feel these changes
are in need, I suggest that you
get a life, hit the books or go to
bed.
Taneka Smith,
Junior from Louisville

Focus
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KCSC ntodels national progrant
BY AlliSON MILLIKAN
EDITOR·IN·CHIEF

Gov. Brereton Jones appointed a 25member group in January to implement President Bill Clinton's National
Service Program in Kentucky.
The National Service Program has
been compared to a modem Peace
Corps, since its fundamental purpose
is helping people through volunteer
service.
Since its origination, the Kentucky
Community Service Commission has
located and funded both federal and
state programs for community service
geared toward building citizenship
and solving problems.
The KCSC's mission is to "promote
all .Kentuckians working together to
meet actual community needs in a
way that fosters personal, family and
community pride and an enduring
ethic of service."

The Commission, which receives
funding from the Corporation for
National Service, has developed a
three-year plan for service in
Kentucky.
It includes the implementation and

Local educator, task
force member seeks
t o rewrite state law

regulation of two initiatives AmeriCorps and Learn and Serve
America - created by the National
Community Service Trust Act of 1993.
AmeriCorps accepts members of all
ages to address the nation's education,

MANAGING EDITOR

STAFF WIUTU

Michael Morgan has received a grant from the
Corporation for National Service to improve portions
of the Kentucky Education Reform ACt dealing with
community service.
Morgan, associate professor of English and member
of the Service Learning Trainers' Task Force, coauthored the grant which focuses on promoting public
service at the college leveL
'The $100,000 gJ:"Bnt will be used to establish servicelearning programs and train faculty on ways to incorporate it into the curriculum. The Council on Higher
Education, in conjunction with the University of
Kentucky, will oversee the distribution of the service
grant.
"We are invmng college faculty in the
Commonwealth to come together and help educate
(other faculty members) about service orientation,"
Morgan said.
"'We hope to offer significant training to professors
interested in integrating service into their courses."
Morgan said. "Faculty training for this program for
Murray State professors has not occurred yet. But,
informally, the faculty appear to be very interested."
Morgan said learning occurs in many environments,
therefore students needs to be subjected to alternative
ways of learning.
He said students participating in service learning
can acquire real-life experience and at the same time
fulfill community needs through volunteer work.
"Students come away well-focused and receive a
well-rounded education," Morgan said.
He said the objective will be to use the campus as a
service component.
"It would be nice to see every student do some sort
of public service before they graduate," Morgan said.

"The more people serve, the more:
needs are met and the stronger our;
communities wiU become," said David
Crowley, KCSC director.
Dwen Chester-Johnson, KCSC pro-:
gram manager, said the diversity o~
the KCSC staff adds to the quality of!
the Commission.
i
"Our staff is an example of what;
community spirit is all about- bring-:
ing committed people together and~
using everyone's personal talents to·
work toward a common goal," ChesterJohnson said.
Clare said Kentucky's commissiOn is
not unique.
"Every state has a similar entity,"'
he said. "We are one of the lcadeFS in
the AmeriCorps business. We're one of
the first (states) to get a commission
formed''
Those interested in becoming
involved with a KCSC program should'
contact the Commission at (502) 564-·
5195.

AmeriCorps: helping Kentucky
through community involvment
Bv E.L. GOLD

BY MAGGI£ (ARTER

public safety, human and environmental needs through service.
Learn and Serve America is also
aimed at getting people involved in
community service.
The KCSC is the administering
agency that funds AmeriCorps and
Learn and Serve America.
Walter Clare, grants officer for
KCSC, said the commission has an
operating budget of $1.6 million dollars, which is used to fund
AmeriCorps and Learn and Serve
America.
Additionally, he said the budget provides salaries for four KCSC employees and one paid staff member for
each of the service programs.
The Commission hopes the implementation of its strategic plan will
encourage Kentuckians of all races,
ages and backgrounds to become
active in the improving their communities.

I

I

When President
Clinton
signed the National Service
Initiative into law in September
1993, it was touted as a "domestic Peace Corps" that would
involve thousands of Americans
in beneficial community service
work.
The initiative established
AmeriCorps, a program designed
to encourage Americans to participate in a year of intensive
community service work in
return for a living stipend,
health and child care benefits
and an educational award of up
to $4,725 to defray the cost of
higher education for AmeriCorps
members.
The program was officially
launched Sept. 12, when the
President officiated the swearing
in, via satellite, of some 20,000
AmeriCorps members nationwide.
Kentucky AmeriCorps members numbered 113, chosen from
550 applicants.
Only five grant proposals out
of23 were accepted in Kentucky,
said Owen Chester-Johnson,
program manager of the
Kentucky Community Service
Commission, the state agency
set up to administer federal service programs.
An additional planning grant
was approved for a sixth project

that Johnson said should be fully
funded next year.
"'We were looking for the projects with the most reachable
goals," Chester-Johnson said.
"The keys to the successful
proposals were measurable
objectives and an outline of what
the proposal would do and who it
would impact. They also had to
show how the project could continue after federal funding
stops," she said.
The KCSC will distribute more
than $1.4 million in federal
funds to the projects this year,
with individual projects receiving from $239,000 to $410,000
each.
White House photo •
Originally seen as a way for
Pre
side
nt
Bill
Clinton
Introduces
the
fi
rst
members
of AmeriCorps, •
college students to help pay their
a
national
service
program
focusing
on
co
mmunity
service.
educational bills, few Kentucky
students have taken advantage
of AmeriCorps in its first year. dren in their school work, have finished degrees and want •
Only two of the five approved Connell said MSUCorps mem- to pay ofT student loans.
projects are based at universities bers will work with parents.
"Some have not yet finished
and no full-time students are
"We want to teach parents how their educations," she said.
participating in them.
to help children be effective in "They want to continue in a masMorehead State University is school," he said.
ter's program and this will help
coordinating a project called
Nancy Thames heads the them pay for it."
MSUCorps, which is designed to Student Service Consortium at
The AmeriCorps program will .
work with 17 Family Resource Eastern Kentucky University. continue next year, and Chester- ·
Centers to offer tutoring and She said the project's goal is to Johnson said KCSC will begin
mentoring services to at-risk provide service-learning pro- accepting grant appliclltions in
Kentucky school children.
grams to 20 area school systems early 1995. She said recruitment ~
Dan Connell heads the and two colleges.
of members will start some time..
Morehead project. He said it is in
of the next summer, with new projects
Although
none
the process of selecting' 15 stu- AmeriCorps members working beginning in early September.
dents to work with in the coming for Thames are currently
The AmeriCorps recruitment :
year. As well as helping the chil- enrolled in college, she said most number is 1-800-94ACORPS

.

'Learn and Serve America'
Program integrates service learning into KERA-oriented classrooms
Bv REv C RAIG

America will increase learning of subject matter by getting students
involved in real life situations."
Nearly gone are the days when
Learn and Serve America has three
Kentucky students sit bleary-eyed service-learning components: commubefore a teacher or professor who is nity-based, higher education-based
reciting a lecture.
and school-based.
If efforts by the Kentucky
Community-based
Community Service Commission, the
The KCSC will oversee the commuCouncil on Higher Education and the
Kentucky Department of Education nity-based component. It funds comare successful, students may soon munity organization programs that
have the option of participating in promote service-learning for children
community service programs as part in grades K-12.
Crowley said the community-based
of their classroom experience.
The Corporation for National program focuses primarily on youth.
"Adults may serve in support roles
Service will fund Learn and Serve
America, an initiative designed to such as supervisors, but lhe program
engage students of all ages in commu- is mainly for youth who wish to get
involved," he said.
nity service.
Through the service, young people
"Learn and Serve America is
designed to encourage student have the opportunity to develop needinvolvement in community service," ed skills to become productive citizens.
"They will acquire leadership and
said Dave Crowley, KCSC director.
"It is an attempt to connect the idea public speaking skills," Crowley said.
of community service to the curricu- ''They may also learn how to conduct
meetings."
lum.
Crowley cited several organizations
"Hopefully, Learn and Serve

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIF£ EDITOR

already involved in the communitybased component.
"Through the Administrative Office
of Court, teen courts have been established," Crowley said. "In these courts,
teens make sentences for their peers
who have been convicted of minor
offenses."
He said the American Red Cross,
Apple
Shop
and
Louisvi11e's
Neighbor hood Youth Board are
involved in the community-based program.
..Apple Shop makes videos of the
Appalachian region and raises issues
about topics such as racism and economic development," Crowley said.

Higher education
Crowley said the higher education
component, which will involve Murray
State University and 29 other colleges
and universities, will be coordinated
by the CHE.
This component will include all community colleges, most state-supported
institutions and some private institutions, said Wendell Cave, director of

Destination
Graduation
and Students Strategy class, I probably
would not have volunteered my time
CampusScrve programs.
"The service will provide training for and services when I found out we had
university faculty so they can inte- to do 10 to 15 hours of community sergrate service and learning into the vice," said Tania Sizemore, sophomore
curriculum," Cave said.
at Spalding.
"For example, in a composition class
"I thought it was a waste of time," '
an instructor may ask students to per- she said. "Now, I realize it probably
form 20 hours of community service was one of the best assignments I had
for the needy and keep a journal about to do for class."
the experience," he said. "The whole
Danielle Burden, junior at Spalding,
movement seeks to instill the need to agreed.
give back to the community."
"The class is a wonderful way {o
Learning to Serve, Serving to Learn,
apply
the theories we learned and
a program sponsored by the Council of
the
same
time help others in the com- '
Independent Colleges, requires stumunity,"
she
said.
dents to complete to to 20 hours of
"Through these programs, students
community service as part of their
can count community service as part
course curriculum.
of their coursework and at the same
School-based
time contribute to the well·being of ·•
Response to service-oriented course- others," Morgan said.
work at Spalding University in
In addition to the colleges and uni- ,,
Louisville has been positive.
~ersities being coordinated by the ' 1
Students participating in the pro- CHE, the Kentucky Department of '
gram expressed positive sentiments Education will be coordinating 16 •,
It
about it.
school districts to develop comprehen- :
· "If it were not for the Successful sive service-learning programs.
::

at .
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Tutors provide help in improving skills
B Y ANGELA ScHADE
ASSISTANT MANACINC EOITOl

Libby Burks and Kristina
DuVall study English together
in a Learning Center lab.
English is their weakest subject, and they know they can
find help there.
The Learning Center tutored
more than 500 students last
year, providing more than
1,600 hours of instruction.
"The tutor pointed out things
I needed to work on," said
DuVall, freshman from Herrin,
Ill.
The center offers tutoring
labs for most general education
classes and has added psychology and accounting labs this
semester. Students may attend
labs during any of the times
scheduled.
"The emphasis in tutoring is
learning study skills," said
Doris Cella, director of the
Learning Center. "We help students acquire the skill to find

us are capable of doing."
Others come because they
have missed classes and need
to make up work.
'"'! have a quiz," said Jill
Reardanz, freshman from
Vienna, Ill. "I missed a class
and I am trying to make it up.
It has already helped and I've
only been here 10 minutes."
Sara Vaughn, freshman from
Springville, Tenn., said she was
out of school for a week because
she was sick.
"I would not understand
(what we covered last week),
even if I was not out sick."
Vaughn said. "I kind of know
Angela Schade/staff what to do now. I know how to
Kenny Thomas, junior from Hurray, brushes up on his math skills start. I will come back."
with tutor Lisa Blandford, graduate student from Owensboro.
"The Learning Center is a
place
where you can get better
errors themselves."
level he can understand.
skills,"
Clemson said. "It is a
Students go to the Learning
"The cobwebs are starting to
place
to
learn. We have the
Center for a variety of reasons. leave, but it is still dim,"
neatest
and
caring staff here."
Kenny Thomas, a junior from Thomas said. "This is studentClemson said anyone interMurray who came back to to-st udent. It makes a big dif...
school atier 20 years, said he ference. Teachers do it for ested in becoming a tutor can
finds the Learning Center many years and teach on an go pick up an application in the
tutors explain subjects at a upper level, above what some of Learning Center office.
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500 S. 4th St.
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Computerized Paint Color Matching
Available I Bring in your color sample,
fabric or wallpaper sample and let us
match
your color with Porter Paint.
,- - - -- --- - - - -- - - - -.. - - -- - - - ---- - - - - - - - -. -- -- -- .,
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...

COUPON
:
Buy a key at reucular price get a spare for:

Tutoring .Lab Schedule
The Lowry Learning Center offers tutoring in the following
courses at the times and dates listed below:

Open Math Lab

Open Writing Lab

*Monday
*Tuesday
*Wednesday
•Thursday

(•Math 250 and under)

Monday
11 :30 - 12:30
Tuesday
1:00 - 2:30
Wednesday 11 :30 - 12:30
2:30-4:30
Thursday
11:00 - 12:30
1:30- 3:00

Biology/Chem istry

IDC Lab

810 121/122/199

Monday
2:30- 4:30
Wednesday 2:30 - 4:30
Thursday
2:30 ~ 4:30

2:30- 5:30
2:30 - 6:30
2:30- 5:30
2:30- 5:30

Tuesday
2:30 - 4:30
Thursday
4:00 - 6:00
CHE 10~/106/199
Monday
2:30 - 5:30
Tuesday
2:30 - 5:30
Friday (by appointment)

Open Reading/
Study Skills Lab
Tuesday
Wednesday

9:30- 11:30
11:30 - 1:30

Psychology 180
Tuesday
Thursday

2:30- 4:30
2:30 - 4:30

Physics
Tuesday
Thursday

2:30 - 4:30
2:30 - 4:30

Accounting Lab
To contact the Lowry Learning
Genter, pleass cal/762-2666

Monday
2:30 - 4:30
Wednesday 2:30 - 4:30
Chad E Holder/Graphics Editor

Purchase a CD or cassette when
you buy any Extra Value Meal or
Large Sandwich.
Cassette $3.99
CD $5.99

Breakfast Buffet
Saturday & Sunday
7 - 10:30 a.m.
$3.99

I

Only 1 ¢
'

I

'
''
'

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE

(must present coupon at time of purchase)

Good thru Oct. 26

. ------- .. - . ------------ .. - . -------.... - ... --------....--
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The founding sisters of <I>:L:L would like
to thank Murray State University for all
the support you have given us.
¥ , ci>:LL,
~~Jennifer Allen

Melanie Ballard
Shelly Brillian
Vanessa Castleberry
Melissa Coffee
Jenifer Cravens
Heather Dalton
Amy Delano
Mary Ann Dorris
Malenda Doss
Jennifer Garvin
Rachel Gibson
Teri Grace
Andrea Greer
Robin Griggs
Sarah Hammonds
Rene Higgins
Lisa Howard
Kimberly Lamb
Lorie Leeper
Tammi Mallory
Lisa Midyett
Autumn Miles
Angela Moak.ler

Dottie Mullnix
Stephanie Palmer
Hannah Parker
Camisha Pierce
Kim Poston
Christy Quire
Chery1 Reader
Stacey Rigg
Rheneal Roberts
Ally Routt
Carolyn Russell
Stephani~ Sayles
Stephanie Schneider
Kim Schuelor
Belen Stillwell
Tami Slusser
Lorie Sutton
Jennifer Tarlton
Faith Taylor
Valerie·Thweatt

J~vfJ'L .
11
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. ... .•

107 N. 12th St •

RED CROSS
BLOOD DRIVE
Sponsored by MSU ROTC
MSU Curris Center
Banquet Room

Tuesday and
Wednesday
Oct. 11 & 12
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Please Help
us Support
this Worthy
Cause.
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Time means money for seniors
Researching companies can add t o career success
Bv )ONATHAN OuvER
STAFF WillEt

Putting off preparations for
the job market could be a costly
mistake. Seniors should begin
their job searches early and
work continuously until they
get the job they have been looking for.
By this time in the semester,
seniors should have already
begun the job hunting process
and should have developed
their resumes.
Lisa Ragsdale, assistant
director of Career Services,
said the next step is research.
"It is important because it

distinguishes you from the rest
of the resumes," she said. "You
have a knowledge base of
the company.
It allows you
to make references to your
knowledge of
the company
in your cover
letter.
"It
helps
prepare you
for the interviews, and it helps
you decide if you're interested
in the different kinds of companies: Ragsdale said.
Ragsdale warned that stu-

dents need to start researching its future and recent plans
right away and keep on have been, if they've expanded
researching as they go.
overseas, if they've opened new
"The big thing with research offices - things of that nature.
is that a lot of people put it off
"You want to find out where
because it is time consuming,"
the company is going and what
she said.
t heir areas of development
Ragsdale suggested that stuare," she said. "It can help you
dents take advantage of the
decide how to word your cover
resources available in Career
letter, as far as to what your
Services
and
Waterfield
strengths are and try to relate
Library to find out what is
them to what their main areas
available in the geographic
of interest are."
areas they arc most interested
Diligent research will help
in and to research the compajob seekers add a personal
nies located there.
"They would want to find out touch to their cover letters that
what that particular company may catch the eye of an employ·
does," she said. "Find out what er and lead to an interview.
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STORE HOURS
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Good

~~ October 30

.

October 3
12:00 p.m. William P. Dowdy reported the theft of his Nike tem1is

'shoes from the Carr Health Building.
10:41 p.m. Bradley Tucker reported the theft of his bicycle from
around Franklin Hall.
Racer Patrol Escorts - 10
Motorist Assists - 7
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the
Murray State News staff from materials available to the public at the
Public Safety office.

Watermelon Bust
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alcohol intoxication and criminal littering. He was lodged in Calloway
District Jail.

for a great

1
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September 30
1 :42 a.m. Jon E. Parker was charged by Murray pollee officers for

AXA

I

You choose the Item - we'lf take 25% off the regular
pricet One Item only.

September 29
2:26 p.m. Raub Bierbaum reported the theft of his speakers from his
vehicle while it was par1<.ed behind Richmond Hall.
7:30 p.m. Laura Massow reported her purse stolen from an unlocked
room in Springer Hall.

Thank you

i JQE~JJoey i
25°/o OFF

POLICE BEAT

AOTI ALill AKA <I>I:I:
Ar~ LU:8 I:I:I: ILP AI:A

oice questions, concerns
& ideas for programs

Oct. 11 • 1 p.m.

Washers still

In the SGA Office

75¢

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a .m.-11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

Laundry Service & Alterations

-,~ ~1!ffJb1 tl!)u cfllpbA ~1nfon1A
~

, ~ Announces its Fall 1994

SMOK ER
Wednesday, Oct 12
8 p.m. at the Old Westside Baptist Church
Open to ALL men interested in MUSIC
RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRA i l i NG

CORPS

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERS,ORE
New Special

BEUEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure IS the
and helps you take on the challenges o!
course description, and Army ROTC is
command.
the name. lt's the one college elective
There's no obhgatlon until your
Jumor year, so therp's no reason not to
that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potentml ~~.., try 1t out right now

ARMY ROTC:
TIE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TilE.
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call

762-4123

EVERYDAY
•

All Movies

3 for $6.60*

~,_~:::::::::::::K:e:e:p:f:or:2::d:ay:s::::::::~'

••

largesl Selecllon of New Arrivals
In the Area
SEGA Genosls sud Super N/nlendo Gamos
and Plnyor s for R1ml
Come See Our Clllldrons end F'e mlly Movie
Are11 with l<ldsl<osllo
' Supetsedes All Specials

753-7.670
626 Central
Shopping Center

Monday • Thursday
10 n rn.- 10 p.m.
Friday - Seturday
10 a.m.• t 1 p.m.
Sunday
noon - 10 p.m

1
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Fraternity joins humanitarian
effort to help local family
BY

E.L. GOLD

MANAGING EDITOR

When Carol Lee accepted the
keys to her family's new
Habitat for Humanity home at
506 Pine St. in Murray, it was
an emotional moment for
everyone, including the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha who
helped build it.
• "It was great," said Jeff
Durbin, the Lambda Chi representative who coordinated the
fraternity's effort. "That made
it worth all the time we've put
into it."
Habitat for Humanity builds
homes for people who cannot
afford to build or purchase
their own.
"It's a partnership oflove und
faith," Lee said, speaking to the
civic leaders gathered for the
dedication ceremony. "You can
sit in there and just feel it."
Jud Cook/Photo Editor
The house, valued at $31,000, From left. John Rolley, building project manager, and President Kern Alexander dedicate the new
is the second built by Habitat Habitat for Humanity home to the Lee family- Elvis, Sarah, Leamon, Leamon Jr., Patricia, and
for Humanity in Murray.
Carol.
The Greg Bogart family occuDurbin,
senior
from seeded the lawn and "moved a Lambda Chi adviser, about
pies the first house, which the Hawesville, said he usually had lot of dirt."
involving the fraternity in the
fraternity also helped build.
construction
of that house next
little
trouble
recruiting
The Murray Habitat group
Leamon and Carol Lee and Lambda Chi's to work on the already has plans for a third year.
their four children now live in house.
house, which will be built near
"Even though I won't be here,
the second.
"We usually had four or five the Briggs and Stratton plant.
I hope he keeps us involved,"
Groundbreak.ing was held guys every Saturday," be said.
''The property was donated Durbin said.
September of last year and
Durbin said fraternity memHabitat for Humanity bas
donations and volunteers came bers helped put on the roof, by the city," Durbin said.
built
more than 25,000 houses
from throughout the communi- built a porch, did interior trim
Durbin said he has already
in
40
countries worldwide.
ty.
work, installed insulation, talked to Bill Lalicker, the

Year long celebration concludes ...
Rockwell 1OOth birthday activities come to spectacular end
STAFF REPORT

The
N a tiona!
Scouting
Museum's year-long celebration of Norman Rockwell's
lOOth birthday will conclude
with a Rockwell Country Fair
Saturday.
The fair is designed to create
a feeling of Americana as
Rockwell portrayed it in his
illustrations, according to
Linda Homer, curator of interpretation at the museum.
Events will be held on the
grounds of the museum at
Murray State. Homer urges
people to bring chairs and blan-

kets. In case of rain, the fair Brandon will make handmade
will be moved under the muse- birdhouses.
um's breezeway.
The museum"s Explorer Post
Among the activities planned 762 will operate a photograph
at the free fair are quilting booth where people can dress
demonstrations by the Murray up like models in a Rockwell
Quilt Lovers' Club, Scout pio- painting.
neering skills by Boy Scout
A country fair wouldn't be
Troop 77 of Murray, a petting complete without food, and
zoo, a Norman Rockwell look- there will he plenty.
alike contest, music by the
Among the variety will be hot
Murray Women's Club Chorus, dogs,
hamburgers,
polish
crafts and storytelling by the sausage, barbecue, funnel
Spinners, the museum's profes- cakes, caramel apples, lemonsional storytellers.
ade, hot apple cider and soda.
Girl Scout Troop 1223 of
The
National
Scouting
Murray will also be selling pre- Museum houses the second
painted pumpkins and Herbert largest collection of Rockwell's

in the world.
The museum's collection contains more than 50 of
Rockwelrs finest oil painting
and sketches.
The
collection
spans
Rockwell's entire career, from
his first Scout oil painting in
1918 to his last in 1976.
Rockwell was best known for
his 47 years of work with the

BY REY CRAIG
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Lambda Chi Alpha's annual Watermelon Bust will continue from 3:30-6 p.m. today at Cutchin Field.
Monty McCuiston, president of Lambda Chi Alpha and
senior from Murray, said the Watermelon Bust is an annual philanthropy event held by the fraternity.
"Money raised from the bust goes towards our philanthropy, United Christian Children's Fund," McCuiston
said. "All the sororities pay entry fees to compete in various
activities.
"Some of these activities include the line-dance competition, watermelon eating contests and watermelon spins."
Other events in the bust include the banner making contest and spirit contests in which each sorority is judged on .
the basis of the number of participating sorority members
and the pride shown by each sorority toward its team.
The combination of fun and support for a worthy cause
appeals to sorority members.
"It's competitive, but everyone has fun," said Michele
Owens, president of Alpha Gamma Delta and senior from
Henderson.
"It's also for a good cause, since the entry fees go toward
Lambda Chi Alpha's philanthropy," she said.
Beth James, vice-president of Alpha Gamma Delta and
senior from Caruthersville, Mo., agreed.
"This is a way that sororities can have fun and show
Greek unity toward a worthy cause," James said.
John McDougal, Lambda Chi Alpha member and senior
from Murray, expressed similar sentiments.
"It is an event that is beneficial not only for our philanthropy but also for the sororities and the fraternity itself,''
be said.
Marcie Donk.in, president of Alpha Delta Pi and senior
from West Frankfort, Ill., noted another positive aspect to
the event.
"The bust is a good stress reliever,.. Donkin said.
Brandy Parrish, Alpha Omicron Pi member and junior
from Paris, Tenn., said the bust is helpful in other ways.
"You learn to be a team player," Parrish said. "Plus, at
these events you get to meet some of the girls from the
other sororities."
The Watermelon Bust is usually a messy affair involving
watermelons and mud, but most sorority members don't
seem to mind.
Parrish said the events allow members to get down and
dirty to the extent that personal appearances no longer
matter.
Michelle Cross, Alpha Delta Pi member and senior from
McLeansboro, Ill. was quick to agree.
"You don't have to worry about the way you look because
everyone else is also covered in mud," Cross said.

Saturday Evening Post.
He produced 321 cover illustrations for the magzine.
Rockwell's affiliation with
the Boy Scouts of America lasted 64 years.

New ·f ood lines in WinslOw
represent worldly tastes
•

teams of two, with each team
working a separate line. In
STAFF WRITER
addition, there are several
Oriental, Mexican, Italian or floaters, cooks who work differAll-American - take your pick. ent lines, depending on where
Winslow Cafeteria is now they are needed.
Miller said there have been
multi-ethnic.
no
complaints from the staff at
In an effort to improve serWinslow
about the extra work
vice, Winslow revamped its
involved
with
'preparing severentire line, serving four differal
different
menus.
ent cultural menus weekdays
"The staff is doing an excelfor lunch and dinner.
lent
job of keeping all the lines
"The new features will hopegoing," Miller said.
fully make students feel more
The colorful decorations and
comfortable and better about
banners
on each food line were
food service at Murray State,"
donated
by
vendors and recipes
said Bill Benriter, director of
were
collected
from vendors,
Food Services. "After all, that's
students
and
faculty.
what we're here for."
The deli line has been
The new lines, which became
operational Sept. 26, were removed to make room for theintroduced by Dorothy Miller, new features , but will be
food service manager, to give brought back if the need arises.
more variety to board-plan stu- Two food carts have also been
dents and make foreign stu- taken out of circulation in
dents more comfortable by Sparks and Wells Halls, in
order to provide more help for
offering familiar foods.
the staff at Winslow.
Students should be able to
Benriter said the new lines at
get a yariety of foods, not just Winslow are the first step
normal cafeteria fare, Miller toward a food court, which is
said.
supposed to be installed within
The cooks at Winslo.w have a few years. The food court will
bad to devise a new plan in be similar to what you would
order to work efficiently.
find at a mall.
Miller said the response has
They are divided into four

Days of fun for
• •
soror1t1es
are no
bust for charity

Mrican-American
Greeks hoping for
place to call home
BY MICHAEL

D.

jOHNSON

STAFF WRITER

Greek life at Murray State is
filled with many rewarding
events. Greeks have parties,
mixers and formals at their fraternity and sorority houses, but
African-American greek organizations do not have such
opportunities.

BY SABRINA TYLER

Beverly Cook/Staff

Winslow Cafeteria worker, Sue Miller, serves a Mexican meal to
Kevin Carr, freshman from Mayfield.

been good.
"1 have noticed an increase of
approximately 450 students,''
she said.
The new lines will last at
least until next semester and
will continue if student
response remains good.
Breakfast at Winslow has not
changed, neither have weekend
brunch and dinner.

In addition to the intemational lines, several other
changes will be taking place.
Four televisions in Winslow
and one in Fast Tracks will be
installed as soon as possible.
Belgian
waffles
have
returned to the breakfast
carry-out line at Winslow.
A Columbo yogurt machine is
expected on the dessert line by
the end of the month.

greeks is having organizational
functions and the lack of cooperation with on-campus facilities.
Then there is the problem of
moving the organization's files
around, because there is no
place to store them.

"I think it would be great for
African-American greek organizations to have a sound base
Due to the small number of
on campus," said Renee
African-American students at
Rowland, director of AfricanMurray State, membershipAmerican Student Services and
numbers are smaller in the
Ethnic Programs, and a memAfrican-American greek orgaber of the Delta Sigma Theta
nizations .
Sorority Inc.
At a Sept 19 banquet,
Rowland said it would be
Murray State President Kern
Alexander addressed greek good for African-American
greeks to have a place of their
housing issues.
own where they could go to get
He said Western Kentucky away from the residence halls.
University's arrangement for
Even with designated floors,
greek housing includes leasing
similar to ones mentioned by
out residence hall facilities and
Alexander, it would be a get
university owned housing to
away for the organizations.
greek organizations.
Rowland said having a house
At Murray State, buying a
or
floor on campus would prohouse for African-American
mote
more unity among the
greeks could be a problem
African-American
organization
because of the cost of insurance
members
because
a sound
and the price of leasing a
place
to
meet
would
allow for
house.
more functions among AfricanPresident Alexander said
American Greeks as well as
having designated floors in
with other greek organizations.
some residence halls for greek
organizations could be a good
"It would be nice to have a
place where the organization
idea.
The major concern with hous- could go and cook dinner and
ing for African-American eat together,"Rowland said.
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'Generation X' may express
perspective in video contest
STAFF REPORT

Blackboard Entertainment announces its
call for entries for the annual America's
College Video Competition. Grand prize for
this national college camcorder competition is
$5,000. The competition is open to both undergraduate and graduate students.
Entrants are required to create a shortlength video reflecting their perspective on
the issues of their generation. Some subject
categories may be music, drama, comedy and
socio-political commentary.
In addition to the $5,000 grand prize, the
competition will provide a second-place award

of $2,000 and third place award of $1,000.
Students will also have the opportunity to win
a professional internship with Levi Strauss &
Co., or Robert De Niro's New York production
company, Tribeca Films.
Aaron Barnes, co-founder of Blackboard and
co-director of the competition, said the ultimate goal of the competition is to provide a
forum for the variety of ideas and perspectives
fostered by Generation X.
For information and an application, contact
Aaron Barnes or Marcela Davison Aviles at
(415) 249-3040, or write to Blackboard
Entertainment, 400 San some St., San
Francisco, Calif., 94111.

Women learn defense
skills against sex crimes
Bv ANGEL
STAFF

fAIRBANKS

Watm

At least 30 to 40 women on
campus learned how to look for
warning signs and protect
themselves against sexual
crimes.
The Sisters in the Savior, a
women's ministry of the
University Christian Student
Center, sponsored a public education program on Sept. 20 on
dating relationships, campus
rape, date rape and self defense
strategies.
Dana Bazzell, Sisters in the
Savior adviser, said they wanted to offer something to the
freshmen women.
"One out of every four college
women
has been the victim of
FEATURES and FIGURES•••
rape
or
attempted rape," said
1995 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer
Rachel Chipps, speech and theE ng i ne
Models
Safety
ater professor.
195 Horse Power
Basic model
Eeatures
Chipps, an affiliate of the
4.3 Uter Vortec Engine (see options)
A nti-Lock
Rape Victims Services, spoke at
o to 60 m.p.h.- 9.5 sec.
Brakes
the program.
O ptions
Price
Rape is one of the most unreTape deck, Power Locks, $20,000 standard
ported crimes that occurs on
Power Windows etc.
$26,000 nicely loaded
campus. According to Helen
Benedict in her book, Recouery:
Source: Car and Driver
How to Surviue Sexual Assault,
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor only 5 to 20 percentofrapes are
carrying up to six passengers in reported.
great.
- ~ rt and all of therr
· 1ug"I didn't realize it happened
In the competitive 4X4 mar- COllllO
.
o
Bl
so
much on campus, especially
ket, the redesigned Blazer will gage, th e new o10 azer can . . M
,.
B
11
·
d
have to make a serious come- be obtained at a reasonable 10 urray, azze sa• ·
Rape has no respect for genback. According to Car & price starting at $20,000, with
. 1y 1oade d mo d e1 gomg
· fior der. Boys and men are
Driuer magazine, the previous a ruce
h raped by
$26
000.
heterosexual
men
w
o want to
model, compared to the Ford
'
show
power
or
to
express
Explorer, Toyota 4Runner and
If the Neon is a little too anger. An estimated one out of
Nissan Pathfinder, rated low in
small and cannot handle 12 rape victims is male.
all categories of driving.
pulling your beloved bass boat,
Offenders who begin their
Chevrolet has made a real then take time to run down to sexual victimization careers in
effort to raise the Blazer's rat- your local Chevrolet dealer and the teenage years commit an
ings with its new design.
take a look at the new S-10 average of 380 sexual crimes by
The new Blazer's ride and Blazers. You will be impressed. the time they are caught as
noise levels are just as quiet as
If you are not sure if the adults.
those of the $45,000 Land Blazer is your type of car, you
"Rape is not about sex. Rape
Rover County 4X4.
can go check out the car show is a crime of opportunity and
For those who are in the mar- at the West Kentucky Expo vulnerability," Chipps said.
Though not many rapes are
ket for a new 4X4 capable of Center.

Chevy's blazin' with
m odern truck design
For students who like to go
into the wilds of America, or
like playing in the mud without
getting
dirty,
the
new
Chevrolet S-10 Blazer could be
the next adventure you've been
looking for.
Redesigned from its old body
style which dates back to 1983,
the
new
Blazer
is
sleeker, more B U Y I N G
.aerodynamic G U I D E
and more car .....
• o r i e n t e d MICHAEL
than before.
The Blazer jOHNSON
comes
in
either two-door or four-door
combinations, the most popular
being the four-door model,
which allows you to carry more
cargo as well as more passengers in sure comfort.
Powered by a 4.3 liter, 195
horsepower Vortec engine, the
new Blazer has enough power
to move its 4,258 pound mass
from 0 to 60 in 9.5 seconds,
which is fast for a vehicle of its
weight.
With the power-assist antilock braking system as a standard feature, stopping power is

,...""!"-- ---.

------t

....... salutes
Denise

Seniors
The one-company
•
career ts
becoming a
distant memory!
Flexibility, an adaptable knowledge base and
salable skills are the bottom line of
any successful resume!
Join the growing number of students entering grad uate
study at Murray State.
Give yourself a better opportunity for.

1.

2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid career
advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

SPORTS'W'EAR
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT & EMBROIDERY

SOR-759-4' 8"0

FALL BREAK CELEBRATION
WEEK

oF OcT. 10- 13

20°/o

<:>F'F'

Monday
AI-A/A~TI day
Tuesday
I-'LL/ AKA day
Wednesday AOII/ri-P day
Thursday ArN<l>LL day

GREEK WEEK

94

COMING

SooN!!!

Beverly Cook/Staff
Ke nt ucky State trooper, Chuck Robertson, demonstrates a selfdefense technique with volunteer Anna Borrles, a senior from
Henderson.
reported, most are found to be importance of practicing situatrue.
tions that could arise and how
"Only two to four percent of to correctly respond to them.
reported sexual assaults are
"He taught us things we could
found by the police to be false, use as weapons that we wouldthe same percentage as for n't usually think of," April
other crimes." she said.
Ross, senior from Tomkinsville,
Chipps gave an educational said.
session informing the women of
"I informed the women and
the facts and seriousness of made them more aware of the
taking cautious measures.
facts of date rape," Chipps said.
Chuck Robertson, a state "Chuck Robertson gave them
trooper, spoke at the second techniques they could actually
' to
session on Sept. 27. He
apply to their lives. You have
demonstrated helpful defense incorporate whatever applies to
techniques and stressed the you."

Ocr.
17 - 22

"THE EVENT THAT CHANGED MURRAY STATE"

Broek111an
for her awesome job on Parents Weekend!
• , your sisters in A OTI
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Sorority takes coke money

Wheeler by Josh Wilkes

BY KELLY I. HICKS
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

The sisters of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority held its annual
Water Day on Tuesday, and the
support was appreciated.
Water Day is a community
action project that asks supporters to donate the 50 cents
they would normally spend on
a coke to the Needline.
The donors were then given
the opportunity to sample different types of water.
Each flavor represented a
I
I

I

meal that a typical homeless
family would have, such as tap
water represented no food.
"We had a very good turn
out," said LaWanda Ward,
senior from Henning, Tenn.
"One man gave us a $25 check
made out to the Needline."
"President Alexander came
by and so did Phil Bryan/' said
Tina Pollard, senior from
Morganfield.
The sorority would like to
thank students and faculty for
helping them raise $177 for
this worthy cause.

Welcome
.

JRT

Advisory
Council

...

~ J. T. LEE, Jeweler

Twin Lakes Office Products, Inc.

"'Where uour Ideas tum to gold."

I Dbdeland Center

$2000

759-1141

FOR MSU
EDUCATION

E ffective in the fall of 1995, students from 21
counties listed b elow and children of Murray
State Alumni who live out-of-state may b e eligible for t h e $2000 grant. '1b se e if you are eligible you, must attend a meeting on Tuesday,
Oct. 11, in the Mississippi Room of t h e Curris
Center. The meetfugs will be h eld at noon and
6 p .m. If you cannot a ttend either of these
m eetings, please ca ll Phil Bryan, Dean of
Admission, at 762-3380.

is now an authorized Contel Cellular agency

* Largest local
area
* Emergency roadside service
* 24-hour customer care
* Price plans to meet your need
call~ng

(:::-=~~ ~ = 5

E~ble count!ea: lD D.lhloia - Clinton. Eclwarda. Jefferson. lladlaon. Monroe, Perry.
Randolph, St. Clalr. Wabuh, WuhfDiton & Wayne: lD llluourl - BuUor. Jeffenon, St.
LOuis, & Ste. Genmeve: lD Tennessee - Da'f'iclton. Madlson. Cheatham. Robertson, Sumner
& WIJitamson.

.j

CELLU LA R

REGENCY . .
•4 Time NACA Award Winners
•Nominated Contemporary Music &
1994 Entertainer of the Year!

anywhere in the 50 states
•NO SERVICE FEE
•NO SIGN-UP FEE
•

Oct. 1 at 7:30p.m.
In front of
Winslo-w- Cafeteria
(approximately 130 minutes)

For inform·ation, call1-800-599·1 000 or
Thomas Shwab at 762-4698

;

Free Concert!

'

;

sponsored by -5£Pr=

~
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Racers win first horne game
Despite
injuries,
Racers
best UTM
BY

NANNEY
SPORn EDITOR

Barry Johnson/Guest

Murray State players celebrate by singing to the crowd after a 28·2• victory over the University of Tennessee at Martin last Saturday.
The win was the Racers first victory at Stewart Stadium this season.

ahead," he said.
Another potentially devastating injury came in the second
half when a Martin player laid
a vicious hit on what Nutt
called "a cheap shot" to junior
linebacker Chad Gann.
"Martin came out strong in
the second half, but you have to
give our guys some credit,"
Nutt said. "I think our guys rallied around each other after
that cheap shot on Chad
Gann."
Bona and senior tailback
Waynee McGowan paced the
Racer offensive attack. Bona
completed 9 of 19 passes fo~ 98
yards and a touchdown while
McGowan rushed for 71 yards
on 14 carries.
"We gained a lot of confidence

and showed a lot of character
against Martin," McGowan
said.
Nutt said the Racer's first win
at home was a big one for the
team.
"We're always happy to win,
but Saturday's win was a key
for us," he said. "All of these
guys wanted to play well at
home in front of their classmates and for everyone."

MSUvs. APSU
On Saturday, the Racers will
travel to Clarksville, Tenn., to
play a key OVC game against
Austin Peay State University.
The Governors, 2-2 overall
and 1-1 in the OVC, come off a
hard-fought 34-27 victory over

Tennessee Tech and lead the
league in both total offense
(418.8 yards per game) and in
defense (254.4).
One key to the Racer's success
on Saturday will be bow well
they stop the Governors' wish·
bone offensive attack led by
quarterback Jacob Dickson.
Nutt said the Racers will· have
to stop the quarterback, running back and tailback positions in order to come away
with a win.
"We'll have to play discipline
assignment football," he said.
"We're going to have to cover all
three positions well."
Senior defensive lineman Tim
Foster said he thinks the Racer
defense will do a good job
against Austin Peay's offense.

"I don't think we'll have any
problems," he said. "We're .
going to be prepared."
McGowan said the Racers will
have to accomplish three things
if they are to gain a victory over
APSU.
"We need to stick with our
assignments, take care of the
ball and score," he said.
Last season, the Racers handed the Governors a 38-14 defeat
at Stewart Stadium, but will
have to deal with a much
improved squad this year.
"Coach (Roy) Gregory has
done a great job with this
team," Nutt said. "Austin Peay
is playing extremely hard.
Every young man on our foot·
ball team is going to have a
challenge this week."

Jansson leads tennis t eam to victory
bles competition.
"I was extremely pleased
Every
with how our team played,
match down
It was hot last weekend,
especially at the top two
but not as hot as the Racer
there is a battle ... spots," said assistant coach
tennis team.
Mel Purcell. "Overall, the
But I want
The
Racers
hosted
singles play was good. We
to win it
Eastern
Kentucky
were 2-1 at the No. 3, 5 and
University, Tennessee Tech
'' 6 seeds."
and Southwestern Missouri
Martin Jansson The Racers do not play
State at the Murray State
again until Oct. 21 at the
No. I seed Southern Intercollegiate
University
Invitational
last Saturday and Sunday. - - - - -- - - - - tournament in Athens, Ga.
The Racers were led by
"Every match down there
No. 1 seed Martin Jansson, senior from is a battle, all the players in the 'A: draw
Varberg, Sweden. Jansson swept all three are very good," Jansson said. "But I want
matches to remain undefeated in singles to win it."
play for the year. Jansson's record now
Purcell could not be happier with
stands at 7-0 for the year.
Jansson's play up to this point.
He defeated the No. 1 players from
"Martin continues to show why he's one
Eastern Kentucky, Tenessee Tech and of the best players in the conference, and I
Southwest Missouri Stateto win his brack- think the nation," Purcell said.
et.
Jansson is in his final year of eligibility
No. 2 seed Pontus Hiort, junior from and has thought of turning pro after colUppsala, Sweden, was unable to play lege.
because of an illness.
"It would be fun to try it for a year if I
Jan Fredriksson, senior from Orebro, could get a sponsor, but rm going to finish
Sweden, moved up to No. 2 from his usual college first," Jansson said.
No. 4 slot to capture three straight two-set
Competing on a professional level is a
victories.
long term goal, but for now Jansson just
Brad
Hawthorne,
junior
from wants to win the Ohio Valley Conference
Bloomington, Ill., won two matches. title.
Sophomore Eric Gressman and freshman
"I think we can win it this year."
Jamie Lucas also posted two singles victo- Jansson said. "We had better. I've finished
ries for Murray State. Gressman and second three years in a row and I'm sick of
Shannon Mungle posted two wins in dou- that!"
BY TOM KIMMEL

STAFF WRITBI

~ichelle Stinnett/Staff

Senior Shannon Mungle, from Paducah, takes a swing at this ball during the
Murray State Invitational last weekend.

"

Rifle team·set to open season Saturday
Bv

MIKE OHSTROM

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In its quest to avenge a disappointing fifth-place finish in
last
year's
NCAA
Championship, the Murray
State University rifle team
opens its 1994-95 campaign
Saturday in Alabama against
Jacksonville State.
Head coach Elvis Green is
high on his squad, which
despite its relative inexperience, should again develop into

•
miSS

sports
•
act1on

Scon

Despite a rash of injuries this
season, the Murray State
University football team has
continued rewriting its book for
success.
The latest chapter was written last weekend when the
Racers climbed back into the
Ohio Valley Conference race
with a thrilling 28-24 victory
over
the University
of
Tennessee at Martin.
Although the Racers came
away with a win, they also
added yet another name to a
long list of disabled players.
This time, senior wide receiver
Matt Hall fell prey to the injury
bug with a separated shoulder
that will sideline him for the
remainder of the season.
Racer head coach Houston
N utt said 24 players are out
with injuries. Among them are
defensive linemen Anthony
Hutch and Ramon Okoli, offen·
sive linemen Mike Culter and
Marcus Kimbrell and defensive
back Reuel Shepard.
"It's hard to practice with any
consistency," Nutt said. "We've
got nine starters out. It's nor·
mal to have injuries, but it is
not normal to have this many
difference-makers out."
Junior quarterback Benji
Bona said the injuries hurt the
team, but thinks the Racers
should look forward to the rest
of the season.
"The injuries have affected us
some, but we have to look

Fans

a top contender by March,
the
NCAA
Rifle
when
Championships land at the
Naval Academy in Annapolis,
Md.
"We've got three seniors, but
we've got some young people
that will gain a lot of experience by the end of the year,"
Green said. "I'd probably pick
us right now as a fourth-place
team."
Green's shooters agree and
are very optimistic about the
upcoming season.

"I think we'll be a lot better
at the end of semester, but last
year's team was more experienced at this point in the season," said Diana Muth, senior
from Hagerstown, Md.
"I really think we'll place
high, definitely in the top five,"
said Amanda Stone, sophomore
from Wyoming, Mich., who
serves along with Muth as a
female co-captain. "This team's
got a lot more unity than in the
past."
Senior John Cline, of

Frankfort, will lead the men.
After the Jacksonville State
meet. the Racers will have 10
more competitions before the
NCAA Championship. The
team returns to the Stewart
Stadium range to host the
MSU Invitational Oct. 15 and
Xavier University Oct. 22.
Men and women compete
together in competition, which
can last up to six hours. The
only difference is that the men
use heavier air rifles from the
10-meter mark, while the

women stand further back at
50 feet from the target and
shoot with a lighter standard
rifle.
Each competitor has 40 shots
for a maximum of 400 points in
each of three positions: prone,
in which you have 43 minutes
to finish; standing, the most
difficult position, which gives
83 minutes; and kneeling,
which allows 63 minutes to
complete. A sling can be used
in the prone and kneeling positions.

The month of October is
usually met ~th great anticipation by avid sports fans
around the country.
While the baseball season is
usually
coming to SPORTS
a thrilling
_ _ _ _-4
TALK
conclu- ,.....
sion, college and Scon
pro foot- N ANNEY
ball are in ...__ _ _ __...
midseason form with the
National Hockey League
right behind them.
October is also when the
National Basketball Association gears up for its season
with the opening of preseason training camps.
All of these things would be
happening during a normal
year in the world of sports,
but not this one.
Welcome to the wonderful
world of labor negotiations
and work stoppages.
Baseball was the first disaster in this recent trend.
Instead of watching a dramatic home run fly off the
bat of Joe Carter or witnessing yet another spectacular
pitching performance from
Greg Maddux, fans are
forced to spend a long offseason wondering what might
have been.
The NHL season, which
was set to begin last weekend, soon followed suit when
commissioner Gary Bettman
announced it would not start
on time.
Now it seems the NBA also
has labor problems that
could lead to a player's strike
during the season.
The league and its players
have traded blows in the
courtroom ever since their
contract expired at the end of
last season's playoffs. There
probably will not be an
agreement by the time training camps open today.
The source of all this trouble is a little thing called a
salary cap, which is what the
owner of every pro sports
franchise is in search of and
what every player fears.
It appears the National
Football League is the only
one who has escaped this
recent labor strife, but that
is only because the NFL's
owners already have a salary
cap.
Whatever happened to the
old phrase "for the love of the
game"?
I wish that some of our professional players would pay
more attention to batting
averages, field goal percent·
ages and slap shots rather
than worrying about how
many more zeros they can
add to their paychecks.
Staying loyal to one franchise is also extinct.
I sometimes wonder if players or owners even care
about the sport they're making money from.
Not only do fans have to
spend a week's worth of pay
for tickets to one of these
events, but we also have to
witness the destruction of
these wonderful sports
because of a few greedy people.
I do not know all the
answers to the problems our
beloved sports are facing, but
I would like to know if we
fans will ever get to watch
our favorite sports without
hearing about labor disputes?
Probably not, but we would
all be happy just to see them
being played.
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Racers undefeated in OVC play Sports

"To be 6-0 in the conference,
that's real good," head coach
Brenda Bowlin said. "'t's tough
With its straight-set victory to play on the road, but it's
over the Lady Pacers of given us a lot of confidence."
Tennessee-Martin Wednesday
Despite its often inconsistent
night at Racer Arena, the lapses in play, the starting lineMurray State volleyball team is up consisting of All-OVC midover .500 for the first time this dle hitter Sarah Dearworth ,
season with a 9-8 mark and has outside hitters Gina Buscher
posted a 6-0 record in Ohio and Elizabeth Spomer, setter
Valley Conference action.
Kristi Hoffman and defensive
After being picked to finish specialists Sarah Boland and
filth-place in the OVC this Dawn Kruse, has continued to
year, the Lady Racers have excel.
rebounded from their Sept. 27
The players are also making
15-6, 15-8 and 15-13 loss to the most of the lessons they.
Arkansas State with two learned in the losses earlier in
straight conference road wins.
the season.
The team played back-to"We're taking the things
hack games in Murfreesboro we've done wr ong in past
and in Cookeville, beating games and tried to learn from
Middle Tennessee State 15-9, them," Spomer said.
15-5, 14-16 and 15-4 Friday
"I think we've got our heads
and Tennessee Tech 1-15, 15- screwed on straight and we're
11, 15-10 and 15-10 Saturday getting together as a team,"
before the 15-8, 15-11 and 15- Buscher said.
11 pasting of UTM.
The Lady Racers have at
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Pearl Members-

least one player listed in the
top 10 in each OVC category.
Hoffman is second in assists
per game, with 9.80 as well as
eighth in 'digs per game, with
3.33; and Dearworth owns
third place in aces per game,
with 0.54, fourth in kills per
game, with 3.49 and lOth in
blocks per game, with 0.721.
Buscher is lOth in digs per
game, with 2.98 and Boland
and reserve Bonnie Bagninski
are fourth and l Oth in hitting
percentage at .261 and .224,
respectively.
Bagninski and fellow substitute Shelly Juenger have been
in a platoon system with Kruse,
being shuttled in and out by
Bowlin for more offensive firepower or defensive stability.
Kruse appreciates her role as
defensive stopper and is awed
by h er teammates' ability to
perform off the bench.
"I think it works really good
because they can dominate the

front row and then I can come
in and play good defense,"
Kruse said.
As for the prospects of an
undefeated OVC regular season, the team remains very confident in the face of a fierce
seven-game road trip. Four of
those matches will be against
OVC rivals, including the 5-0
Southeast Missouri Lady
Indians.
"I think it's very possible,"
Buscher said. "SEMO will be
tough, plus we play Eastern
and Morehead on th eir home
courts, but if we play up to our
potential, we'll pull it through ."
The Lady Racers will travel
to St. Louis for matches against
Cincinnati at 5 p.m. Friday,
Dayton at 11 a.m. Saturday
and St. Louis at 7 p.m.
Saturday.
The team returns Oct. 28 to
play MTSU and hopes to break
the home attendance record of
312, set in 1993.

Notebook
Bonnie Bagninski and David McCann have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Bagninskl, senio r outside hitter from Palos Hills, Ill., Is
I Oth in the OVC with a .224 hitting percentage and is second on the Lady Racer volleyball team in block solos, with
five , third in assists, with 14, and third in block assists,
with 14.
McCann, sophomo re from Elizabethtown, sco red the
winning touchdow n in a 28-24 victory over TennesseeMartin. The starting fullback rushed for 47 yards on I 0
carries, including a one-yard dive w ith I :59 remaining in
the contest.
The Lady Racer Tennis Team swings back into
action Saturday when it travels t o Cookeville for the
Tennessee Tech Invitatio nal.
Murray State has had a week off following a solid performance at the MTSU Fall C lassic Sept. 23-25.
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Central Sh opping Center (ln Front ofWal-Mart}
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-All New Members-

A
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Oct. 10-12

L-:== 8 a.Dl. - 4 p.Dl.

In order to receive your

Curris Center

membership packets at

by theater

p

induction your $30 dues

H
I

must be paid by Oct. 12.

3rd Floor

.

Mall payments to:
Matt Lockett
900 Coldwater Rd., Apt. 7
Murray

Bud Kuhn
Dept. of Political Science
Business Building 552

Introducing

TALK 'N TOSS®
Prepaid Phone Card...

It's Carefree!
• No mont hly fee
• No minimum ba la nce
• No per ch eck ch arge
• Open 6 Days a Week
Satur days 9 a .m. -Noon

REPUBLIC
Sav ing s Bank
12tll & Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630

AVAILABLE AT
Cu r ris Cent er - Murray S tate Un iver si ty Bookst ore
(

Univer<>ity of Rochester

Last Chance
For Senior Pictures!

ATTENTION!
G

"Awe i11.1piring...
a rl'curd attendance...
you lef t llundrt>ds of us
rc11•in~ abollf yo11r ri,1it for days!"

~
...
·~ ~

LINDEll

Affilinttd rvitl1 tht Ktntudcy oamtd, Sldltu.>ide Rrpubl1co
gtoup of mrnks nnd fiwm<UJI <rrviu rompanie; . Member FDIC
!lagdad • Benlon • Bowling Green • Fliz.1bethtown• frankfort • Lexington
Louu-vdle•Mayfield• Murray•O\I.•I'nsboro•Paducah•Sht>lbyvtlle

Congratulations
to the new pledges of

Pi 1(flppa .9l{plia
Lee Bryant
Kasey Clark
Brian Duckwall ,
John Earnhart
Mahdy Fahasian
Jason Fowler
Robert Harris
Vince James
Pro Kamperman
Mark Oates
Jason Orr
Mike Rhodes
Jason Riley
Mark Salmon
Derek Sommerville

IThe Munay
State News
1994
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October 7,

Intramurals keep rolling
thro·u gh crazy schedules
Bv MIKE OHSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOfl

Despite poor weather and
scheduling changes and conflicts, the fall campus recreation season is kicking into
high gear, with intramural
softball and tennis in stretch
drives and flag football just
around the corner.
In the first round of the men's
recreation softball league tournament Monday night, the
Fuego Fuego team beat The
Slammers 11- l in four innings.
Tom Thurman led the way in
the rout, going 2 for 2 with a
triple, double and three runs
batted in, while a leadoff triple
by Greg Lassiter, Trent
Gibson's one-run single and a
two-run double by Terry
McCallon helped Fuego Fuego
take a 3-1 lead in the bottom of

the first.
Fuego Fuego will next face the
Legion of Doom, who beat
Alpha Gamma Rho's second
team, The Remnants, 18-8 in
four innings.
In the other half of the bracket, the regular season champions Genuine Dandies II
remained undefeated by ousting The Franklin Hall Colt 45s
15-6 in five innings in the time
limit. Their second-round opponents will be the South 7th
Street All-Stars, who crushed
the C.P.B. team 33-7 in four
innings. The final is slated for
this weekend.
The men's competitive division and the women's league
will also be in action this weekend in their respective tournaments.
In intramural tennis, the
men's sins!les race has reached

the final, where Jeff Crice
slugged to a 7-5, 3·6 and 6·3
victory over Chris Thomas.
Tennis doubles and Greek singles and doubles will conclude
next week.
Jeff Smith , coordinator of
Campus Recreation, is pleased .
about how the scheduling diffi·
culties have been solved. Still,
the constant changing of game
schedules has taken a toll on
Smith and his staff, and he
prefers keeping the games on
the weekends, despite the high
number of students who go
home.
"It's easier on weekends
because you don't have to
schedule around classes and
you can get a lot more games
Beverly Cook/Staff
played," Smith said. "I've heard Be th Ahlfeld, junior fro m Florence , knocks the ball free and rambles Into second base as shortst op
both sides. You have students H . C. W ooldridge, junior fro m Hurray, watches her tag atte mpt go awry. Ahlfeld and the Alpha
that like playing on the week- Gamm a Delta team and Woold ridge's Bette r and T hen Some squad will compete In the women's
end and those who don't."
Intramural softball tournament this weeke nd.

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

LOST& FOUND

Dan Hardesty, Ilove you and I
can't wait till Tuesday nlghtl
You know who.

Thanks so much to our AXA
coaches! You all are greatl
Love, The sisters of Alpha Delta
Pl.
AAI1 had a great time at the
~Ernxer. Keepshowlngthose
sexy legs.

SWM 24 6'0" 170 lbs., MSU
grad, successful, good-looking,
seeksSWF19-26forlong-term
relationship. Respond to PO
Box 2633, Paducah, KY 42002..
Photo appreaated and will be
returned.

Man's Armltron large-faced
watch with brown leather strap
Tuesday In Quad In front of
Wells Hall. Call 762-4942 for
men Info.

1990 Excellent Ford Tempo.
$3300. 753-0197 or 762-3419.

BUSINESS SERVICES

NOTICE

Dottie, Thanks for your help
with recruitment. You are oong
a super Jobl Aim High. Love,
Your Phi Sigma Sigma Sisters.
To our AXA Bust coaches,
thanks for all your support We
arehavingablastatBust. Love,
the sisters of ~D:.
The sisters of ~r:t are looking
forward to a Rockln Chlll·out
weel<end. Thanks to Melanie
and her committee on all their
hard work.
ArA sends out a big "thank
you• to our Bust coaches:
Tooter, Doc, Mickle, Rusty,

Dan,Andy,andHollls.Andour
Bust god, Docl And Fred.We
had tm'<Swesome time doing
the watermelon crawl at our
AXA Coaches' partyI

Go ADS Dept.!

If you hang upon Marty, shame

onyoul

Senor, when Lifting Cows, bend
at the knees, Pedro I.
Tlna Mane - You sang beaut!fully at your recital! We love
youl Mizpah, Your sisters In
.A'E.A.

Heh Blalrl Where's Tootle?
Mike - Got to find just the kind
that will Loosen my mlndl (... I
think It's EAST} Cory
AI.A Bust Coaches- You guys
are all the ravel Keep bustln'll

Say It In a
Classified!

Mu::~ NEWS ·
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadllne......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

RESUMES TYPED$20set-up
ofcareerslnhomedecoratlng? typingfee, $0.05 per page copy
Pay backs are heaven!
charge (when you supply paper). A 2·paoe resume, 25
Bust Coaches go beyond the . copies would $22.50. For furlimitIAMI's are up for GRABS I ther detaBs and appointment,
Cory. I'd stop the world and call Karen Hardy at 762-6383
or 436-2212.
melt with you. CE
AAn Bust Coaches. Ever think

Whooooo's missing an Owt?
Check yourporchesl

~~~co@®@~

Carolyn Tibbs

385 Stroud Road
Pirate's Cove Hardin

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Microwave for sale $25. Per·

Eam $2500 & Free Spring
Break Tr1psl Sell 8 Trips &
Go Freel Best Trips & Prices I
Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Panama Cltyl Great Resume

HELP WANTED. Individual
students/organizations to
promote Spring Break Trips.
Earn high dollar commissions
and tree trips. Must be
outgoing and creative. Call
Immediately 1-800-217-2021.
Big Apple Cafe. Puryear, TN.
Now hiring waitresses. Apply In
person after 11 am. Must be
21. (901) 247-5798.

feet for dorm. 759-4021.

National Make a Difference
Day. Oct. 22. Preparation acUvltles underway Oct. 1G-22.
Be a part. Phone the Family
Resource Center@ 753-3070
or 3879.

FOR SALE
1974 Volvo. Mint condition.

To my sisters of ~l:t. Thank
you for all your help and han:l
wor1( with Bust, Retreat. and
Chill-out. Icouldn't have done It
without you I~:t love, Melanie

$2000. 759-4421.
AbeoM8 MSU T-ahlrts only
$12. catch theetazel AM216C
or AM 114 Wilson Hall.

Students
Save
up to 50%
on Long Distance
Calls!
Reputable
company

Tlny · Co4Td you poS8161y be /rry
best man? You'll have to fly to
Calilomla In the rnddle of ~
winter. Just wondering. Totter.

ratedAAAA+

For Information
Call759-1565

RATES
With MSU 10:15¢ per word

INDEX

Without MSU 10:20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

IELPWAHT£0

Classlfieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

RIDES

LOST I FOUND

MISC.

NOTICE

Murray, Kentucky 42071

©JJ'~ @fffi0©@ ®®!fW0©@@

"Typing
*Word Processing
*Resumes
*Letters

FOR SALE

*FAX
*Copies
*Transcription

c9

days until

CRUISE SHIP JOBS I
Attention: Students. Eam
$2000+ monthly.
Summer?full-tlme. World
Travel. Can1bean, Hawaii.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Wor11ers. No expertence.
CALL: (602) 453-4651.
FUND RAISING Choose from

3 different fundralsers lasting
either 3 or 7 days. No

Investment. Eam $$$ for
your group plus peraonal
cash bonuees for your self.
Call1-800-932-0528, Ext 85.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to

datrtbute "Student Rate"

subscrlptlon cards at this
ca~s.Gk)odfn~. For

Information and application
write to: COLLEGIATE
MARKETING SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1436 Mooresville,
NC28115.

!Do nof iuJfJ~,

THIS IS IT Make our easy
holiday gifts at home for our
distributors. $1 ,000 weekly
possible. No experience.
College Crafts, 1925 Pine
Ave. Nlagra Falls, NY 14301.

I

ADVERTISE!

Christmas)

and11ou wtlf not C,

f~uf. !Do not eonk.n~, and !lou.
Q11fl not be t:Dn.dvnn.d 'J~lvt,

and:JOU. will C, {~lvvt.

I

..Cuk.c 6:37
Paid .Advertleement

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto

~

Ufe

Home
;:::'
Health
Business
Annuities

~-a.

A tradition in servlcse

.mce J98J

, - - ; (502)

Tracy D . M cKinney

24-Hour Service Available. Call anytime!!

CONGRATULATES

SARA THOMPSON
Love , your sisters

Expertencel1-800-678-63861

Say it
in a
Classified

The only
strikes called
on

Alpha Sigma Alpha's
Softball Saturday
.is behind home plate.

Join the fun!II
Saturday. Oct. 8
9 a.m.- ?
Softball fields
behind Wai-Mart

21

!83 -0632
614 S . 4 th St.
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Tite Murray State News

Student receives CASE award

FORUM
Continued from Page 1

Shipp said she was unable to schedule an interview with Boyd for several weeks because Boyd could not discuss
the ornament without permisStaci Shipp has been named an
the White House.
sion
from
award-of-merit winner by the Council
After
spending
many hours telefor Advancement and Support of
phoning
the
White
House, Shipp
Education, a national marketing
finally
reached
the
First
Lady's Press
organization.
Office
and
was
granted
permission
to
Shipp, a student worker at the
interview
Boyd.
campus News Bureau, writes press
releases about Murray State events.
What Shipp found was a heartThe releases are then sent to media warming story.
outlets such as newspapers and radio
Boyd is a survivor of breast cancer,
stations in a four-state area.
and her ornament - a translucent
Some of the releases are also sent skeleton sprinkled with glitter - is
to national ' marketing and public named the Angel ofMercy.
relations competitions.
Boyd made the ornament in an
Shipp, junior from Murray, was attempt to convey a message of hope
assigned the award-winning story in to other cancer survivors.
December 1993 by Joe Hedges, News
"This was the part of the story that
Bureau manager.
made it so wonderful," Shipp said.
The award will be presented forHedges said Shipp could have made
mally at the Kentu,cky CASE chapter it a run-of-the-mill story, but instead
meeting in Louisville this December. she made it very moving and very
Karen White Boyd, an art professor timely since it was released the week
at Murray State, had been invited to of Christmas.
send an ornament to the White
Shipp said she was shocked when
House in celebration of 1993 being she heard she won the award,
the Year of American Craft, and because she did not know Hedges had
Shipp was to write about it.
entered her story in the competition.
BY LAUREL RIPLEY

"The CHE is the protector of
higher education which assures
fairness and assures the lack of
duplication," he said. "(The
Council) protects universities
in that regard."
Jamel.i Booth, provost and
vice president of academic and
student affairs, reiterated
Alexander and Van Horn's proposal to use the perfonnance
funding in addition to the existing formula.
"Look at each criteria and be
certain it reflects the goal of
excellence and quality," he
said. "Don't penalize us."

REPORTER

Beverly Cook/Staff

Junio r Stacl Shipp was rece ndy earned an
award from the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education.

Wotapka
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

She arrived bright and early
Thursday morning, claiming
$300 was hidden in The
Murray State News office.
After searching for about 25
minutes, Dawn . Wotapka,

di~covers
freshman from Fort Campbell,
found th e Monopoly money
stashed by Chi Alpha 9hristian
Fellowship.
Wotapka listened to the six
clues given at the weekly Bible
studies. She said clues included
information, Apple, shelf and

Factory

- --=- - - - -

Women's Skech ers Hiking Boot
Women's Low Duck Shoes

PCC
representatives
addressed the panel, in addition to Murray State faculty.
Doris Cella, coordinator of
the Learning Center, spoke of
the importance of affordable
and convenient educational
opportunities.
"It is very important to have
convenient access in higher
education at a time when it is
expensive for those travel long
distances," Cella said.

hidden money

weekly. .
"I came in here last week and
looked around, but l didn't see
it," Wotapka said.
"I knew last night when he
said 'weekly' that it was here,"
she said.
Mark Randall, campus minis-

$24 ~•:>

VISITS
Continued from Page 1

•
ter, said the $300 was donated
by friends of the ministry.

"I knew someone was going to
fmd it- it was just a matter of
time," he said.
Randall said the money had
been hidden in The News office
since the beginning of school.

Discount

$4 7 B:>

100 S. 5th St.

ty, personal convience to occupants and reaction from parents need to be considered
before a proposal can be made.
"Any change in visitation has
to go through the Board of
Regents,"
said
David
Blackburn, associate director of

Janice Weaver, dean of the
College
of
Education,
addressed the Council members regarding the lack of funding given to teacher preparation programs.
She said the Council should
give consideration to professional travel, which is a vital
component of KERA, which
encourages interaction with
secondary and post-secondary
institutions.
She said the lack of travel
funds require students in
teacher preparation to make
observations in nearby counties.
Alexander said important
questions needing consideration for the higher education
include the following:
• should universities provide
open access and admissions
policies
• should universities use
technological resources such as
interactive television for distance learning
• should universities have .a
policy of rejection or exclusion:
• and, what are the benefits
of residential vs. non-residential campuses.
Housing. "To my knowledge no
proposal has been presented to
the Board."
MSU is not the only state
university with 24-hour visitation.
The University of Louisville
has a 24-hour visitation policy
in all of its dorms, while 24hour visitation is limited at
Northern
and
Western
Kentucky.

Shoes
Women's High Duck Boots $26u~

753-9419

J.OC: l ted

[)cnvn tovvn on
the Court Square

Men's 1-ligh Duck Boots

$28 !J;)

At the News Stand
USA Today
Wall Street Journal
Barron's
New York Times (Daily)
Sunday New York Times
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Chicago Tribune
Paducah Sun
Courier-Journal
Asia Journal

London PaP....;..,_er_s_

The Times
The Sunday Times
Sunday Telegraph
Daily Telegraph
Coming-=-S~oo;. n; ;.; ;. _

_

Tennessean
Washington Post
L.A. Times

Available at the

Sorority & Fraternity Formal Special ·
Any Tuxedo $30
Any group rental for 10 tuxes or more will receive 2 free tuxes

University. Bookstore
Open

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

·Saturday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday ·1 - 6 p.m.

J

October 7. 1994

Tina Hoskle

Manager
304 E. M ain St.
7 59-4073
Designer Tuxedos - Sale or Ren tal

